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Abstract: Consider a circuit-switched network where several source switches are connected to a destination switch via a tandem switch . Circuit-switched networks traditionally employ a Blocked Calls Cleared ( BCC) admission rule: a call is rejected if all circuits from the originating switch to the tandem switch are busy, or if all circuits from the tandem switch to the destination switch are busy. This paper investigates a simple extension to the BCC rule . Rather than reject all blocked calls , the Blocked Calls Held (BCH) rule holds some blocked calls by storing their call signalling information in a buffer at the tandem switch . These calls will later be connected when circuits become available. The BCH system is modeled by a MSCCC Joss queue. The stationary distribution for the MSCCC loss queue is presented and an efficient recursive cal culation of the queue performance measures is derived . The model reveals that , under moderate overload conditions , the BCH rule achieves a substantially lower loss probability than the BCC rule , at the expense of a small increase in the connection delay. Keywords: loss queues , MSCCC queues , order independent queues , product form networks . Computing Review Category: C .4  Computer Systems Organization : Performance of Sys­tems . D .4 .8  Operating Systems: Performance. 
1 .  INTRODUCTION 
Consider figure 1 which represents (part of) a circui t-switched network . There are C source switches 1 . . .  C .  Each switch c is connected by an access link c consisting of Be circuits to a tandem switch S which switches the incoming calls among B outgoing circuits to a switch 1) _  In general B < B 1 + · · - + Be .  The case B � B1 + - · · + Be is both unnatural and mathematically trivial . Calls arrive at switch c according to a Poisson process with rate A c - A call from switch c will be connected to the destination switch D if a circuit from link c and a circuit from S to D are avai lable. Both circuits are held for the duration of the call . Call holding times are exponentially distributed with mean 1/ µ. Both circuits are released when the call is cleared. We investigate two models of call connection which are distinguished by having different call admission rules ( 1 )  Blocked Calls Cleared ( BCC ) :  if the connection request finds that all circuits from S to D are in use , or all Be circuits in l ink c are busy, then the call is lost (2 )  Blocked Calls Held (BCH) : if the connection request finds that all circuits from S to 1) are in use , or all Be circuits in link c are busy, then the call will be held (blocked , queued) if the total number of calls in the system ( blocked and connect.ed) is less than N or the call wi l l  be lost if the total number of calls in the system (blocked and connected ) is equal to N where N > B .  
1 This work i s  supported by a grant from t.he Foundation for Research Development Communications Systems 
Programme 
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Figure 1 :  Switching network with signalling 
The capability for storing blocked calls is provided by a common channel signalling facil ity 
which provides a dedicated signalling link among the switches . The signalling link is separate 
from the transmission links and is shared among all the transmission links. With reference to 
figure 1 ,  signall ing information for each call is kept in a queue at the tandem switch S until 
the call is cleared . When a call completes , the system will attempt to connect the call with 
the earliest arrival time . The queue is scanned from the front looking for the first call that can 
be connected .  If the call (say it originated at switch c) cannot be connected because all Be 
circuits in l ink c are busy, the next call in the queue is considered . Connection requests are thus 
attempted on a FCFS basis . The Multiserver Centre with Concurrent Classes of Customers 
(MSCCC) (4, 7] provides an exact analytical solution to the BCH model . 
In both models the quantities of interest are the loss and the blocking probabilities and the 
blocking ( connection) delays .  The BCC model has a simple analytic solution and efficient 
numerical methods have been developed [5 ,  8] to compute exact and asymptotic solutions 
for large networks of loss queues .  This paper presents an efficient computational method for 
computing the performance measures of the MSCCC loss queue which is used to model the 
BCH system . 
Note that for practical purposes , decreasing a loss probability, say equal to 1 0- 2 , by a factor of 
two is worth doing only if it can be achieved by simple call management procedures and if it 
does not result in a significant connect.ion delay. As we show below , the BCH admission rule 
meets both these conditions. 
The amount of storage required to compute the loss probabil ity for a MSCCC queue is of order 
NC B2 . For l arge models it therefore interesting to investigate to what extent the M / M / B / N 
queue provides a useful approximation to the iv1SCCC loss queue where it is assumed that calls 
are b locked due to an under-provision of circuits at the tandem switch S rather than because 
of a lack of circuits on the access l inks. 
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. 
ORDER INDEPENDENT QUEUES 
Consider a queue serving custQmers of type c where c E C where C is a finite set . Customers 
of type c arrive individually at the instants of a Poisson stream with rate >.c . The customers , 
whether waiting or in service, form a queue in the order of their arrival . Arriving customers join 
the back of the queue and the front of the queue is identified with position 1 .  Each customer 
of type c presents a demand for service time which is exponentially distributed with mean 1 /  µ .  
A l l  the random variables involved in the description of the queue are independent . 
Let C = (en . . .  c i ) denote the state of a queue of length n where c; denotes the type of the 
customer in position i , i = 1 . . .  n . Let O denote the empty queue and S = {O} u LJ�=t  en denote 
the state space of the queue. 
Let the total service effort in state ( Cn . . •  c1 ) be supplied at the rate ¢ (  Cn . . .  c1 ) .  A portion 
1; (cn . . .  c i ) of the total service effort is directed at the customer in queue position i, i = 1 . . . n .  
When the  customer in queue position i completes service ,  t h e  customer departs and the gap i n  
the queue is closed by the obvious shift : the customers in  positions i + 1 ,  i + 2 ,  . . .  , n move to 
positions i ,  i + 1 ,  . . .  , n - 1 respectively. We do not require that E7: i "Yi ( en . . . c i ) = 1 so that 
a part of the service facility might be wasted . This is an important and distinguishing feature 
of the queue . 
We next impose certain conditions on the functions d, and ; .  Firstly we require that in any 
state ( en . . .  e i ) E S  the rate at which departures (service completions) occur is independent of 
the order of the customers in the queue and is thus the same for any state (c.,(n ) . . .  Ca( l ) ) where 
u denotes any permutation of ( 1 . . .  n ) . Secondly we require that the ( relat ive ) proportion of 
the service effort supplied to the customer in queue position i depends only on the composition 
of the queue up to and including position i. This implies that when a server becomes free 
the queue is searched from the front to the back for a customer which can be admitted into 
service . Lastly we assume that in any state (except for the empty queue) there is a positive 
rate of service completion . This condition is required in order to ensure the i rreducibility of the 
Markov chain . 1 
A formal description · of the three conditions presented above can be given as follows . Consider 
the queue in state ( en . . .  e1 ) . The departure rate of the customer in  queue position i is given by 
efJ(en . . .  c i )µe ; ii ( Cn . . .  c 1 )  and the total departure rate is given by the sum of these quantities 
over all the positions in the queue . 
The queue is said to be an Order Independent ( 01) queue if, for all ( e,. . . .  e i ) E S and all 
i = 1 . . .  n the rates of service completion can be factored as 
¢( en . . .  c i )µ.e ; ii ( en . . .  e i ) = µ( n ) s; ( en . . .  c i) 
such that 
( i )  Si ( Cn . . .  c i ) = si ( c; . . .  e i ) for 1 $ i $ n 
( i i )  k(cn . . .  c i ) = E7: i  s; ( c,, . . .  e1 ) is independent of permutations of (en . . . c 1 ) 
( i i i )  µ(n)  > 0 for n > 0 and s 1 (c )  > 0 for any c E C 
3 .  ANALYSIS OF THE QU�EUE 
The restrictions ( i)-(i i i )  on Si ( · )  are sufficient to ensure that. the 01 queue is quasi-reversible at 
equilibrium and that the stationary distribution exists and is given by 
rrn A c · ,r( Cn . . •  CJ ) = b . ' 
i= I  µ( i ) k (c; . . . ci ) 
if and only if the normalising constant b is finite. The proof is given in [2] . 
( 1 ) 
Equation ( 1 )  is too detailed to be of practical use when computing the performance measures 
of the 01 queue . In order to reduce the complexity of these equations , we use the fact that 
k( Cn . . .  c i ) is independent of the order of the customers in ( c,, . . .  c i ) .  
Let Me denote the number of type c customers i n  C .  Let ,r (.M)  denote the probability that the 
queue is in state M = ( M1 . . .  Mc) .  Let k(  111 ) denote the total number of customers in service 
when the queue is in state M .  It can be shown [2] that 
µ( IM l )k( M ),r(.Ai )  = L ).., ,r(.Af - i., ) (2)  
eEC 
The recursive equation (2) can be further simplified if the service effort directed at a specific 
customer type can be determined . Define 
n 
ke (en . . . c i )  = I:: s; (c,, . . .  c i ) l ( c; = c ) .  
i = l  
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Although condition ( i i )  requires that k(C) is independent of permutations of C,  this does not 
necessarily imply that kc ( C) is independent of permutations of C. However . in those cases 
where kc ( C) is independent of permutations of C define 
It can be shown [2) that equation ( 2 )  reduces to 
which provides a recursion for the efficient computation of the aggregated probabilities and the 
performance measures of the queue . 
4 .  THE 01 LOSS QUEUE 
The 01 loss queue places a restriction on the  maximum number N of customers in the  queue . 
Customers arriving to a queue which contains N customers are lost . The state space of the 
queue is SN = {O }  u u:= l  en . For any C E  c. n < N and any ( en . . .  c i ) E S, the transition rate 
due to type c arrivals is A c and there are no arrivals to the states in CN . The latter restriction 
implies that the 01 loss queue is not quasi-reversible. However, the stationary distribution for 
the loss queue can be obtained in the same way as the distribution of the 01 queue and is given 
by [2] 
n 
.,\ 
;r(cn . . .  ci )  = b IT . c ,  
. µ( 1 )k ( c; . . .  c1 ) • = l  
5 .  MSCCC LOSS QUEUE: PERFORMANCE MEASURES 
(3 ) 
An efficient calculation of the performance measures is obtained by grouping probabilities over 
different sets. Recursive expressions for the performance measures are expressed as multiples 
of the starting value of the recursion - the ( unknown ) probability ;rN (O ) of the empty queue .  
We define the unnormalized ( proportional ) probabilities PN( - )  = 1rN ( - ) /1rN(O)  which satisfy 
the same recursive relations as 1rN ( - ) .  However, in this case the starting value PN (O )  is equal 
to unity. The value of 7rN (O)  can then be calculated as the reciprocal of the sum of the 
unnormalized probabilities PN ( - ) .  
Consider the same MSCCC loss queue with two different l imits N1 and N2 on the total number 
of customers where N1 ::; Nz . The unnormalized probabil it ies PN, ( · ) and PN2 ( · )  coincide on the 
set SN since they satisfy the same recursive equations and have the same starting value (unity)  
in the recursion . We can therefore write P( - )  instead of PN ( - )  - an important observation that 
is used in the derivation of 7rN (O) . 
' 
5 . 1 .  Probabilities Over Special Sets 
This section and the following section presents the main results for the calculation of the 
performance measures for a MSCCC loss queue . The details of the analysis can be found in [3] . 
Where no confusion can arise we omit. the subscript JV .  
In the domain b < B where not all servers are busy, the number of type c customers i n  service 
is given by min(Mc , Be ) .  Let P(n ,  b. c ,  i) denote the probabil ity that n customers are present , 
b servers are busy, i customers of type c are present and no customers of types c + 1 . . .  C are 
present .  For 1 $ c $ C, 1 $ i $ N , i $ n $ N and min( i, Be ) $ b < B 
P(n ,  b ,  c, i) 
= { 
�c P( n - l , b - l , c, i - 1 ) 
;cc P ( n - 1 , b , c , i - 1 ) 
For 1 $ c $ C,  Be $ b < B and b < n $ N define 
0 < i $ Be 
Be < i $ n 
p+ ( n , b , c) = 
n 
L P ( n ,  b, c, i) 
P
B. + l  p 
Be ' B  
P(n - 1 - Be ,  b - Be , c - 1 )  + B
e p+ (n  - 1 ,  b ,  c )  
C ·  C C 
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Let P(n ,  b ,  c )  denote the probability that n customers are pre!jent,  b servers are busy and no 
customers of types c + 1 . . .  C are present . For 1 $ c $ C,  0 $ b < B and b $ n $ N 
min ( b , Bc ) ; 
P(n , b , c) = p+ ( n , b , c) + L �; P ( n - i , b - i , c - 1 )  
i=O  z .  
where P(n ,  b ,  c ,  0 )  = P(n ,  b ,  c - 1 ) .  Successive applications of  equation ( 4 )  w i th  the initial values 
P(n b, c) = { P(O)  = 1 n = b =:' 0 ' · 0 otherwise 
for O $ c $ C yield values for the probability P( n ,  b) that n customers are present and b servers 
are busy. 
Let P(n)  denote the probability that n customers are present . For O $ n < B 
n 
P(n) = L P( n , b) 
b:O 
To calculate P(n) for B $ n $ N note that the arrival rate of accepted traffic ( the accepted 
traffic is the offered traffic minus the lost traffic)  is equal to the departure rate of customers 
from the queue.  Let .X = .X 1 + · · · +  .X� . For B $ n $ N 
n - 1  
A L  Pn (i) 
j :O 
B - 1  n n 
= µ L b  L Pn (i , b ) + µ B L Pn (j , B )  
b : l  j :b i =B 
As mentioned previously, the unnormalized probabi l it ies are not dependent on the subscript n ,  
so the above equation becomes 
n - 1  
p :[; PU) = 
j :O 
B - 1  n n - 1  
L b  L P(j, b ) + B L  P(j, B)  + BP(n , B)  
b= l j =b i = B 
where p = .X/µ . Equation (4)  yields P(n ,  B) so that P( n )  can be computed as 
B 
P(n)  = L P( n ,  b) 
b:O 
(4) 
(5) 
Successive applications of equations (4)  and (5)  for B $ n $ N together with the known starting 
values P(O)  . . .  P(B - 1 ) yield the values of P(B)  . . .  P (N) .  The normal ized probabilities 11'N (n) 
for O $ n $ N are given by 
11'N ( n) = i'l"N ( O )P(n ) 
where 
i'l"N ( O )  = 1/ L P( n) 
n:0 
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5.2.  Average Queue Lengths 
Let L( n, b)  denote the average number of type C customers at the queue calculated at instants 
when n customers are present and b < B servers are busy. For 1 S b < B and b S n S N 
L(n , b) = I: >ir( n , b , C, i ) 
i ;: l  
For B e  S b < B and b < n S N define 
L + ( n , b ) =  L i1r( n , b , C, i) 
i=Bc + l  
I t  can b e  shown [3] that 
Be 
L+ ( n , b)  = F(c) ir(n - 1 - Bc , b - Bc , C - 1 ) + L + ( n  - 1 , b , C) + 1r+ ( n - 1 , b , C) 
Pc 
where F(c)  = ( Be + l )p�c / Be ! 
For 1 S b < B and b S n S N 
min( b . Bc ) 
L(n , b) - L+ ( n , b ) L iir( n , b , C, i)  
i = l  
min ( b ,Bc ) . ; 
L 1�f ir( n - i , b - i , C - 1 )  
l .  
i = l  
Let L(  n )  denote the average number o f  type C customers at the queue calculated a t  instants 
when n customers present .  For 1 S n <  B 
L(n)  = L l( n , b ) 
b = l  
To calculate L( n) for B S n S N write 
BL( n ) 
It can be shown (3] that 
B B - 1  
I: bL( n ,  b ) + L ( B  - b) L( n , b) 
b = l  b = l  
L bL( n ,  b) = pL( n  - 1 )  + pc ;r(n  - 1 ) 
b = l  
where p = I:f= 1 Pi and 
min( n , B )  
;r( n ) = L ;r( n , b) 
b = l  
Equations (6)  and ( 7 )  yield 
BL ( n )  = pl( n  - 1 )  + pc ;r( n - 1 )  + S( n ) 
for 1 S n S N where 
B - 1  
S( n) = L ( B  - b ) L( n ,  b) 
b : l  
Let Le denote the average number of type C customers present . 
Le =  L L( n ) 
n ;: l  
(6)  
(7) 
(8 )  
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Equat ion ( 8) is applied C times to successive cycl ic  permutations of the 1 . . .  C customer types 
to yield the average queue lengths Le for al l c E { 1 . . .  C} . 
Summing the values of Le over all c E C yields the expected queue length . This result can 
be computed at an earlier stage as L = r::= l  n71'( n )  - which provides a useful check on the 
correctness of the computer programme which calculates t.he values of Le , 
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AN APPLICATION 
This section investigates three models o f  call loss : BCC : t h e  M/M/B/N queue; a n d  BCH . 
Figure 2 i l lustrates [1] the use of the M / M / B / N model to predict the improvement in loss 
probabil ity 11'B ( B) - 11'N ( N )  for several values of the buffer size N - B .  When the tandem 
switch is equipped with B = 1 000 circuits, the add ition of even a small  buffer sufficient to store 
20 calls results in  a substantial reduction in the loss probabil ity an d the loss probability can 
be further reduced by increasing the size of the buffer . For a larger model ( B  = 5000 circuits ) ,  
a buffer o f  size 100 i s  sufficient t o  achieve a su bstantial red uction in t h e  loss probability -
in this case, increasing the buffer size beyond 100 offers l i t tle benefi t .  In each case, the best 
improvement occurs when the tandem switch is subject to a moderate overload p - 1 .  Call 
holding reduces the loss probability at the expense of introducing a connection delay. Figures 
1 9  
20  
BCC M/M/B/N BCH 
p Be Pc Bc loss delay loss delay loss 
1 .02 1 1 0 1 02 0 .055 3 . 1  0 .034 4 . 1  0 .036 
1 .00  1 10 1 00 0 . 043 2 . 3  0 .022 3 .3 0 . 024 
0 . 98 1 1 0 98 0 . 032 1 .5 0 . 0 1 2  2 .4 0 . 0 1 4  
0 .95 1 1 0 95 0 . 0 1 9  0 . 7  0 . 004 1 . 3 0 . 005 
0 .90 1 1 0 90 0 . 006 0 . 07  0 .0003 0 . 3  0 . 0003 
Table 1 :  
BCC .M/M/B/N BCH 
C Be Pc Bc loss delay loss delay loss 
1 1 80 1 70 0 . 042 2 . 3  0 . 022 3 . 1  0 . 024 
2 130 1 20 0 .043 2 . 3  0 . 022 3 . 3  0 .024 
3 90 80 0 . 044 2 .3  0 . 022 3 . 3  0 .024 
4 40 30 0 .038 2 . 3  0 .022 2 . 4  0 .024 
Table 2 :  Pc < 1 and p = 1 
2 and 3 show the trade-off involved . In the case of a switch with B = 5000 circuits ,  a large 
buffer sufficient to store 300 calls reduces the loss probabil ity but the resulting connection delay 
may be sufficiently large ( up to 1 5  seconds) to d iscourage subscribers who may clear their calls 
before being connected . A smaller buffer sufficient to store 100 calls will offer a substanti al 
reduction in  the loss probabil ity and introduce an acc�ptable connection delay of less than 5 
seconds.  
Tables 1 through 4 compare the loss probabil ities and connection del�ys for the three models . 
The following parameters were fixed : the number of outbound circu i ts B = 400 ; the number of 
source switches C = 4 ;  the average holding time 1 / µ = 200 seconds; and the l imit on the total 
number of calls in the system N = 420 except for the BCC model where N = B = 400 . These 
values were chosen for clarity of presentation : the computational algorithms are sufficiently 
efficient to permit models with larger values of B ( several lOOO's ) ,  many access links ( several 
l O 's)  and large buffer sizes . 
Table 1 presents an example where all access l inks have the same capaci ty and offer the same 
traffic . The connection delays and loss probabil i ties are therefore identical for each access l ink . 
The table confirms that when p "' 1 call holding results in a substantial reduction in  the loss 
probabil ity at the expense of a small connection delay. 
Tables 2 through 4 present examples where the number of circuits Be and the traffic intensities 
Pc are different for each access l ink c. Table 2 presents the case where all the Pc < 1 and 
p = 1 .  The table reveals that call holding (BCH)  resu lts in  a substantial reduction in the loss 
probabi li ty w ithout a major increase in the con nection delay. 
' 
Table 3 presents the case where l ink from switch 4 is overloaded (p4 = 1 .5 )  although the total 
BCC M/1\1/B/N BCH 
C Be Pc Bc loss delay loss delay loss 
1 180 1 50 0 . 003 0 . 7  0 . 004 0 . 00 0 . 333 
2 130  1 00 0 . 002 0 . 7  0 . 004 0 . 00 0 . 333 
3 90  70 0 . 004 0 . 7  0 .004 0 . 00 0 .333 
4 40 60 0 .360 0 . 7  0 . 004 823 0 . 333 
Table 3:  p4 > 1 and p = 0 .95 
2 1  
BCC M/M/B/N BCH 
C Be PeBe loss delay loss delay loss 
1 1 80 1 70 0 .03 1 0 . 7  0 .004 4 . 0  0 .006 
2 130 l lO 0.0 12  0 . 7  0 .004 0 . 6  0 .006 
3 90 70 0 . 0 1 0  0 . 7  0 .004 0 . 5  0 .006 
4 40 30 0 .020 0 . 7  0 .004 1 .3 0 .006 
Table 4 :  Pe < 1 and p = 0 .95 
traffic intensity p = I:;;= 1 Pe Be / B < 1 . The BCC mechanism successfully prevents the calls 
from switch 4 from overwhelming the system : the cal ls from switch 4 experience a large loss 
probability and the high arrival rate from switch 4 has no effect on the loss probabilities on 
the other access links .  The M / M / B / N model is inappropriate 'under these circumstances: the 
model assumes that information concerning the origin of the calls is lost so the model does not 
represent the selective rejection applied to calls fro1{1 swi tch 4 . The BCH model does describes 
the interplay among the calls from the various switches . However ,  the model reveals that call 
holding under these circumstances (p4 > 1) leads to unacceptably high loss probabili ties for all 
calls . U nlike the BCC model , the BCH model does not selectively reject calls from switch 4, so 
the queue becomes congested with blocked calls from switch 4 even though these calls provide 
only a modest share ( 16 percent) of the total arrival traffic. Calls from the other switches are 
lost even though not all B outbound circuits are busy. 
Table 4 presents the case when all Pc < 1 and p < 1 .  The table shows that under these 
circumstances the loss probabilities can be substantially reduced by adding a small buffer at 
the expense of a small connection delay. The fact that the loss probabilities are the same for 
all access links implies that BCH is a fair (unbiased) admission mechanism - which might or 
might not be desirable .  
Tables 1 through 4 show that in those cases where B is large and p "" l so that losses are 
negligible on the access links , the M / M / B / N queue offers a good approximation for the MSCCC 
loss queue (BCH ) .  However , this is not. true in general - the M / M / B / N queue cannot model the 
type dependent blocking constraints which are a distinguishing feature of the MSCCC queue .  
Thus if we consider systems whose behaviour is dominated by blocking on the access l inks ,  then 
the difference between the M / M / B / 1\f and the l'vlSCCC loss queues becomes noticeable . 
7. CONCLUSION 
The provision of a separate signall ing channel in a circu it-switched network allows signall ing 
information for blocked calls to be stored in a buffer unti l  ci rcui t (s )  become free to accept the 
cal l .  This call queueing mechanism can be modeled by a l\ISCCC loss queue. The model was 
used to investigate the effect of buffer size on the loss probabilities and it  was shown that the 
Figure 4: Hierarchical network 
22 
use of  a small buffer significantly reduces the  loss probability at  the  cost of  introducing a small 
connection delay. 
The network presented in figure 1 can be generalized [8] to an hierarchical loss network presented 
in figure 4. Consider two circuit-switching networks with tandem switches S1 and S2 connected 
to another tandem switch S which in turn is connected to a destination switch 1J. This network , 
as well  as networks with a higher degree of h ierarchical ordering {each switch can home on 
one hierarchically superior switch ) can be modeled as a Multiserver Station with Hierarchical 
Concurrency Constraints (MSHCC)  [6] . 
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